After Your Self-Advocacy Group has Started
After a group has been started, you need to think about how to keep the group going. All groups
have "ups" and "downs." All groups will have problems at times. One of the most important things to
keep a group going over time is to face problems head on. Problems don't just go away on their own
- you have to face them head on and try to work them out. When your group has problems,
remember to give people a chance to grow and change.
Most people have never had the experience of being part of a self-advocacy group where they get to
make the decisions and solve problems on their own. Sometimes, it is hard to be a self-advocate,
and people need time and understanding to work out problems and grow as a group. Below are the
ideas that the conference participants came up with on how to support a self-advocacy group over
time and keep it going.
• Make the discussion in the meetings real. By real, we mean that the discussions must be about
things that are important to the members. Each group has to decide what is real and important to
them. If you keep the discussions real, and on things that are important to the members" lives, then
people will want to come to the meetings and take part.
• Always have officer meetings. Officer meetings are a good time to learn about leadership, talk
about and solve problems the group is having, and work with the advisor. If an advisor does a good
job in the officer meetings, then the officers can run the membership meetings on their own. An
officer meeting should be about one week before membership meetings, to give people a chance to
learn and practice their duties and to make sure everything is ready for the membership meeting.
• Set up some committees when you plan to do things. Committees are a good way to get everyone
involved, plan things, and get things done. Committees give everyone a chance to have
responsibilities and feel like an important part of the group.
• Make sure there is a place and something for everyone at the meetings. It is important for everyone
to have something to say at the meeting and a way to feel that they are an important part of the
group. The best way to keep people involved is for everyone to have an important part in the group.
• Plan some fun things together. Don't make the meetings all "hard work." Go out and eat together,
go on a camping trip together, do fun things together. Find things to do together that build "team
spirit." Don't let the meetings get boring.
In starting and supporting a self-advocacy group, it is important for the members to learn and use a
process for working together and getting things done. It is also important for self-advocates to be
responsible for teaching others the process, to assume leadership roles, and to be in control of the
goals that the group develops by working together. During all of this, the self-advocacy group must
be able to include people with a wide range of disabilities so that everyone can participate and be a
valued group member.

Starting and supporting a successful self-advocacy group is a process that takes lots of careful
planning and thinking. Members and advisors must work together to establish a strong foundation so
the group will continue to grow stronger. Below is a list of steps that self advocates and advisors
typically use and go through in order to have successful self-help/self-advocacy groups. Some of
these processes are described by Norsman in Patterns of Participation, and others have been
identified by self-advocacy groups as they have started up.
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